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RAVEN BARROGO
FRONT-END DEVELOPER

barrogoraven@gmail.com
+63 995 976 4761
github.com/VEN-github 
ravenbarrogo.tech

Profile

Front-End Developer with 2 years
of experience designing and
implementing responsive web
applications. With a strong focus
on creating engaging user
interfaces and translating designs
into efficient code. Continuously
seeking new challenges and
opportunities for growth, as well
as being committed to staying
updated with the latest solutions
and best practices.

Education

Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology

2018 - 2022
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Pasig

Information and
Communications Technology

2016 - 2018
Rizal High School

Awards & Certificates

Vue - The Complete Guide incl. Router & Composition API (Jan 2024) 
Responsive Web Design - freeCodeCamp (Apr 2022)
JavaScript Course - Sololearn (Jan 2021)
Dean’s Honors List Awardee - Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Pasig (2018 - 2022)
Pasig City Scholar - Pasig City (2011 - 2022)

Skills

Programming Languages:
JavaScript (ES6+), TypeScript,
HTML5, CSS3, SCSS

Technologies:
Nuxt.js, Vue.js, Inertia.js, Gulp.js
Tailwind CSS, Bootstrap 5

Others:
Git, Github, Gitlab, Vite, Webpack 5,
npm, Firebase, Figma, VS Code

AVASIA INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
Web Developer Intern

Mar 2022 - Jun 2022

Contributed to the Development Team as a Developer Trainee, primarily
focused on the development of the HRIS project and the implementation
of the social contribution loan (CRUD) functionality.

Designed and developed a single-page application (SPA) with server-side
interactions and CRUD functionalities as part of the training program.

Collaborated with senior and other developers to practice standard web
development approaches.

Work Experience

Chanz I.T. Business Solutions Inc.
Junior Web Developer 

Aug 2022 - Present

Developed and styled interactive web applications, primarily focused on
front-end development. Utilized JavaScript (ES6+), TypeScript, Vue.js,
Tailwind CSS, and more, to deliver innovative solutions.

Designed a user interface and transformed it into a SaaS product that
interprets indoor air quality readings for organizations and implemented a
subscription-based service, facilitating report generation, and data
collection from air sensors via MQTT or API connections.

Developed and maintained a dynamic blog website highlighting live
event coverage and reports.

Redesigned an online art gallery's admin dashboard to increase efficiency
and boost performance.

Implemented SEO strategies to increase its visibility and reach on search
engines, ensuring ease of discovery for users seeking relevant content.

Collaborated with the project manager and lead developer to convert
creative ideas into practical solutions.
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